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• Personal selection of theory developments relevant to BOOST 

• Not technical, but emphasis on the ideas: 
What is it? How does it work? Why should you care? 

Some of the topics: 

• Calculations for track-based measurements 

• Anti-kT jet function at NNLO 

• Precise predictions for soft drop 

• Nonperturbative effects 

• Spin correlations

What is this talk?

2Theory

Experiment



• Motivation for track-based measurements: 

• Superior angular resolution 

• Pile-up removal 

• E.g. for groomed 

1. Calculations for track-based measurements
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Figure 6: Comparison of the unfolded ⇢ distribution with MC predictions. The uncertainty bands include all sources:
data and MC statistical uncertainties, nonclosure, modeling, and cluster or tracking uncertainties where relevant.
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⇢ = ln(m2/p2T )

[ATLAS (2019)]



• How it works: IR divergences → absorbed in track functions  
[Chang, Thaler, Procura, WW (2013)]  

• Track function describes momentum fraction z of initial parton 
that is converted to charged particles. E.g.:  

• Different from fragmentation function. For above configuration: 

1. Calculations for track-based measurements
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• First experience: difficult to implement with limited pay off. 

Track-based thrust (similar to jet mass) [Chang, Thaler, Procura, WW (2013)] 

• Calculation of jet function is complicated:  

• Effect of track-based measurement is small:

1. Calculations for track-based measurements
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FIG. 2: ALEPH (top) and DELPHI (bottom) measurements
of calorimeter and track thrust. Error bars correspond to
the statistical and systematic uncertainties added in quadra-
ture. The experimental uncertainties associated with the
track-based measurements are noticeably smaller.

peak region, the distributions are compatible within error
bars, and a key goal of this paper is to gain an analytic
understanding for why the ⌧ and ⌧̄ distributions are so
similar. Note also that the experimental uncertainty is
significantly smaller for the thrust measurements made
using tracks.

In Fig. 3, we show the main result of the paper: the
resummed NLL0 distributions for calorimeter and track
thrust. The latter was obtained using track functions
extracted from Pythia 8, which itself was tuned to
LEP data. The e↵ects of the leading non-perturbative
power correction are included through the parameters
⌦⌧

1
and ⌦̄⌧

1
, which are di↵erent for calorimeter and track

thrust. Interestingly, the NLL0 distributions exhibit the
qualitative similarity seen in data between calorimeter
thrust and track thrust. We also see excellent quantita-
tive agreement between our result and DELPHI measure-
ments in the peak and tail regions. To the left of the peak
there are deviations due to important non-perturbative
corrections and in the far-tail region our calculation is
missing (known) higher-order perturbative e↵ects.

We now briefly discuss why the ⌧ and ⌧̄ distributions
are so similar, referring the reader to Sec. VI for fur-
ther details. In Eq. (4), the numerator is dominated
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FIG. 3: Top: NLL0 distributions for calorimeter and track
thrust including the leading non-perturbative correction ⌦⌧

1 .
Next-to-leading logarithmic resummation is included together
with O(↵s) fixed-order matching contributions. The NLL0

calculation exhibits the same qualitative similarity between
calorimeter and track thrust as seen in LEP data. Bottom:
comparing our analytic results to the DELPHI measurement.
There is good quantitative agreement in the tail region where
our NLL0 calculation is most accurate. The theoretical un-
certainties are from scale variation alone, and do not include
the (correlated) uncertainties in ↵s or ⌦⌧

1 , nor uncertainties
in our track function extraction.

by soft gluon emissions which broaden the hemisphere
jets, whereas the denominator is mainly a↵ected by frag-
mentation of the energetic quark and antiquark emerg-
ing from the underlying scattering process. These e↵ects
are thus controlled by di↵erent track functions (gluon
vs. quark) but nearly cancel each other out due to the
specific form of the (Pythia-based) track functions.

This cancellation is best understood by studying the
resummed form of cumulative distributions
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D. Jet Function

For the collinear radiation, described by the jet func-
tion, we need both the dependence on the energy fraction
x of the collinear tracks as well as their contribution to
the rescaled hemisphere track invariant mass-squared s̄.
The NLO jet function consists of one perturbative q ! qg

splitting whose branches hadronize independently. To
carry out the matching in Eq. (10), we can use the match-
ing coe�cient Jqq(s, z, µ) given in Refs. [27, 46], since
the cancellation of IR divergences proceeds in an iden-
tical manner. Here, s is the qg invariant mass and z is
the momentum fraction of the final quark. Inserting this
matching coe�cient into Eq. (10), the matching calcula-
tion yields

J̄(s̄, x, µ) =

Z 1

0

ds

Z
1

0

dz
Jqq(s, z, µ)

2(2⇡)3

⇥

Z
1

0

dx1 dx2 Tq(x1, µ) Tg(x2, µ)

⇥ �[x�zx1�(1 � z)x2] �
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s̄ �

x1x2

x
s

⌘
, (46)

where we have used the kinematics in Eq. (28). The same
coe�cients Jij(s, z, µ) also appeared in the description
of the fragmentation of a hadron inside a jet [27, 47], as
they describe the perturbative splittings building up the
jet radiation.

The expression for the matching coe�cient is [27, 46]

Jqq(s, z, µ)
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so evaluating Eq. (46), we obtain
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Here we use that the track function vanishes outside the
range x 2 [0, 1] to avoid writing explicit Heaviside func-
tions. Unlike the soft function, the jet function depends
on the full functional form of the quark and gluon track
functions, and not just the logarithmic moments. To
perform these integrals numerically, we used the CUBA
package [48].

The corresponding anomalous dimension is given by

µ
d

dµ
J̄(s̄, x, µ) =

Z
s̄

0

ds̄
0
�J̄(s̄ � s̄

0
, µ) J̄(s̄0

, x, µ) ,

�J̄(s̄, µ) = �2�cusp[↵s(µ)]
1

µ2
L0

⇣
s̄

µ2

⌘

+ �J̄ [↵s(µ)]�(s̄),

�J̄ [↵s] =
↵sCF

⇡

⇣
2g

L

1
+

3

2

⌘
. (49)

Note that the evolution only a↵ects s̄ and not x. As for
the soft function, the logarithmic moment of the gluon
track function g

L

1
contributes to the non-cusp anomalous

dimension.

E. Resummation

In the e↵ective field theory approach we follow here,
the resummation of large double logarithms ↵

n

s
lnm

⌧

(m  2n) is achieved by evaluating the hard, jet, and soft
functions at their natural scales µH , µJ , and µS where
they contain no large logarithms, and running them to a
common scale µ using their respective RG equations.

These RG evolution kernels were implicit in the cross
section in Eq. (26) and are given in App. A. Explicitly
including them,

d�

d⌧̄
= �0 H(Q2

, µH) UH(Q2
, µH , µ)

⇥

Z
ds̄A ds̄

0
A

J̄(s̄A � s̄
0
A
, µJ) UJ̄(s̄0

A
, µJ , µ)



• New observables: small effect from switching to tracks. 

Azimuthal angle in Z+jet, using winner-take-all (WTA) axis: 

• Effect of tracks only starts at NNLL accuracy, because WTA 
doesn’t depend on the detailed pattern of soft radiation 
[Chien, Rahn, Schrijnder van Velzen, Shao, WW, Wu (2020)]

1. Calculations for track-based measurements
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• New observables: easy to implement. 

Energy-energy correlator (EEC):  
 
 
 

• This is a weighted cross section  

• Conversion to tracks is simple: 
[Chen, Moult, Zhang, Zhu (2020)] 

• Tracks are essential to measure EEC at small angles.

1. Calculations for track-based measurements
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Small-angle limit and jet substructure
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• New calculations: track function and track-based EEC  
at            [Li, Moult, Schrijnder van Velzen, WW, Zhu (to appear soon)] 

• Evolution of track function moments:  

• Track-based EEC asymmetry: 

→ For more see Yibei Li’s talk

1. Calculations for track-based measurements
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• Related development: predicting the fragmentation 
spectrum of charged hadrons from small     resummation 
[Neill (2020)] 

• Only 3 parameters: cut off    of evolution, frozen coupling     , 
normalization factor 

• Promising results!  
→ track functions?

2. Charged hadron fragmentation
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Figure 3. The fragmentation spectrum for e+e� ! h± + X at center of mass energies 58
and 91 GeV. The gray region is excluded from the �2/d.o.f. determination based on hadron mass
corrections or zh ⇠ O(1), and the quoted �2/d.o.f. is the goodness-of-fit for that data set alone
using the best fit parameters.

Figure 4. The fragmentation spectrum for e+e� ! h± + X at center of mass energies 189
and 206 GeV. The gray region is excluded from the �2/d.o.f. determination based on hadron mass
corrections or zh ⇠ O(1), and the quoted �2/d.o.f. is the goodness-of-fit for that data set alone
using the global best fit parameters.

• SLD data at the Z-pole of Q = 91GeV [32], in region 0.5 < �lnzh < 4.14, in Fig. 3.

• ALEPH data at Q = 189GeV [33], in region 0.5 < �lnzh < 4.87, in Fig. 4.

• L3 data at Q = 206GeV [34], in region 0.5 < �lnzh < 4.96, in Fig. 4.

The upper end of these regions is determined by when I expect hadron mass corrections

to become significant. To estimate this, I compare the energy fraction (zh) versus the 3-

momentum fraction of the hadron (xp), whose relation is given by: xp = zh�
2m2

h
zhQ2 +O(Q4),

with mh the hadron mass (ref. [35]). Since I am fitting for generic light hadron production,

I takemh ⇠ 0.5 GeV, the mass of the kaon, and demand that |xp�zh| < 0.2. More stringent

– 15 –
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• Goal: calculate collinear radiation in jet to higher orders. 

• For example, for the exclusive Higgs + 1 jet production: 

• Complicated measurement: veto on additional jets requires 
all collinear partons to be clustered into one jet. For 3 partons:

3. Anti-kT jet function at NNLO
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soft particles across the jet boundary is unlikely to happen [45, 46]. We see from the second

line that the mixing between the soft and beam sectors is power-suppressed, as is the mixing

between the beam and jet sectors. Denoting the measurement function that imposes the jet

clustering and vetoing as M̂, these factors imply that we can factor M̂ into the product of

measurement functions acting separately on the soft, jet, and beam sectors,

M̂ = M̂JM̂sM̂aM̂b, (4)

up to power-suppressed corrections in p
veto
T and R.

The remaining steps in the derivation of the factorization theorem utilize the standard

SCET machinery, and are presented in detail in Ref. [44]. The final result for the cross

section for exclusive Higgs plus one-jet production takes the following form:

d�NLL
0 = d�Hd�J F(�H ,�J)

X

a,b

Z
dxadxb

1

2ŝ
(2⇡)4�4 (qa + qb � qJ � qH)

⇥

X̄

spin

X̄

color

Tr(H · S) Ia,iaja ⌦ fja(xa) Ib,ibjb ⌦ fjb(xb)JJ(R) . (5)

We have denoted explicitly by the subscript that we will evaluate this cross section to the

NLL0 level. d�H and d�ji are the phase space measures for the Higgs and the massless jet

J , respectively. F(�Hc
,�J) includes all additional phase-space cuts other than the pT veto

acting on the Higgs boson and the hard jet. H is the hard function that comes from matching

full QCD onto SCET, and S describes soft final-state emissions. The trace is over the color

indices. The functions I and J describe collinear emissions along the beam axes and along

the final-state jet direction, respectively. The measured jet pJT should be much larger than

p
veto
T . Operator definitions for all functions are given in Ref. [44]. As our purpose here is

to only briefly review the factorization theorem before presenting new results, we do not

reproduce these definitions explicitly, and instead refer the reader to the quoted reference.

The tree-level and one-loop expressions for the jet and beam functions needed for numerical

studies are presented in the Appendix.

III. EXTENSION TO NLL0

A primary goal of this manuscript is to extend the resummation of jet-veto logarithms to

the NLL0 level, following the notation of Ref. [33]. This level of logarithmic accuracy implies

that we correctly obtain the following towers of logarithms: ↵sL
2, ↵sL and ↵s; ↵2

sL
4, ↵2

sL
3,

and ↵
2

sL
2; ↵3

sL
6, ↵3

sL
5, ↵3

sL
4; and so on. The following ingredients are required to obtain

this accuracy:

6
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�R2
ĩj,k

 R2

all partons are inside jetpartons i and j cluster first

[Liu, Petriello (2013)]



• Can’t simply numerically integrate due to poles 

• Recent calculation: goes over different clustering histories, 
uses sector decomposition and soft subtractions  
[Liu, Liu, Moch (2021)] 

• This holds a lot of promise for jet substructure calculations.

3. Anti-kT jet function at NNLO
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that parts of our calculations associated with d�3,sub. can
be done (semi-)analytically and for these parts, we have
checked our numerical computation against the (semi-
)analytic results to find full agreement. Some of these
checks are presented in the appendix C.

5. Renormalization group equation

The renormalization group equation (RGE) for the
quark-jet function serves as strong independent check
on the calculation. The leading poles up to ✏

�2 of the
double-real correction in Eq. (46) combined with the real-
virtual one in Eq. (11) can be predicted by solving the
RGE up to the logarithmic term ↵

2
sL

2 and taking the
NLO quark-jet function from Eq. (10) as input. Details
are given in the appendix B.

As a result, the RGE predicts the leading three poles
normalized to ↵

2
s/(2⇡)

2 for the C
2
F term as
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0.2228(3)
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, (51)

which all agree exactly with Eqs. (12) and (47), in the
case of the ✏

�2 pole within numerical errors as shown in
the second line in Eq. (51).

For the CFNFTF contribution, solving the RGE we
find the leading poles
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which fully agrees with what we obtained in Eq. (48).

As for the CFCA term, the naive RGE alone can pre-
dict the ✏�4 and ✏

�3 poles correctly, however the ✏�2 term
is a↵ected by the non-global contribution, for which we
find that an additional � ⇡2

12✏2 correction is needed to pro-
duce the correct pole and the logarithm at ↵

2
sL

2. The
same situation has been encountered in the Sterman-
Weinberg cone jet in [21] and for the hemisphere mass
distribution in [47].

Once every piece is taken into account, the poles pre-

dicted for the CFCA contribution are
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where the agreement is within numerical errors. For the
✏
�2 term it is at O(1‰) as shown in the second line in
Eq. (56).

IV. TWO-LOOP JET FUNCTION AND

DISCUSSIONS

Now we present the anti-kT bare quark-jet function at
two loops

Jbare = 1 + J
(1)
bare +

↵
2
se

4✏L

4⇡2
CF

⇣
CFJCF

+CAJCA +NFTFJNFTF

⌘
, (57)

where J (1)
bare has been given in Eq. (10). The new two-loop

result reads
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✏
+ 16.688(5) , (60)

with additional O(↵2
s) contributions coming from the ↵s

renormalization of J (1)
bare in Eq. (10). The renormalized

jet function J is then found to be

J = 1 +
↵s

2⇡
CF
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◆
+
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2
s
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�
1.55(1)C2

F

�95.08(1)CACF + 13.530(5)CFNFTF ) , (61)

where we have set the scale µ = pTR. The associated
numerical errors originate entirely from the NNLO real-
real corrections.
Before concluding we make two comments on our cal-

culation and the result. First, although we present
here the jet function J in the simplified factorization in
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• Motivation: soft drop momentum sharing zg probes QCD 
splitting function, and many measurements available 

• Goal: obtain results beyond leading logarithic accuracy, and 
estimate of theory uncertainty 

Soft drop:  

• Recluster the jet using 
Cambridge/Aachen.  

• Decluster, throwing away softer 
branch, until its pT fraction z satisfies

4. Precise predictions for soft drop

12
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Grooming techniques, such as soft drop, play a central role in reducing sensitivity of jets to
e.g. underlying event and hadronization at current collider experiments. The momentum sharing
fraction zg, of the two branches in a jet that pass the soft drop condition, is one of the most important
observables characterizing a collinear splitting inside the jet, and directly probes the QCD splitting
functions. In this work, we present a factorization framework that enables a systematic calculation
of the corresponding cross section beyond leading-logarithmic (LL) accuracy, showing that this
measurement is not only sensitive to the QCD charge but also the spin of the parton that initiates
the jet. Our results at next-to-leading logarithmic (NLL0) accuracy include non-global logarithms,
and provide a first meaningful assessment of the perturbative uncertainty. We present a comparison
to the available experimental data from ALICE, ATLAS, and STAR and find excellent agreement.

Introduction. At high-energy collider experiments, jets
and their substructure play a central role in probing
fundamental aspects of QCD and searching for physics
beyond the standard model [1–3]. Jet grooming tech-
niques [4–8] are designed to remove soft radiation inside
jets, crucially reducing contamination in the complicated
environment of hadron colliders. These techniques will
become even more important during the high-luminosity
era of the LHC. Grooming algorithms can also lead to sig-
nificantly reduced nonperturbative (hadronization) cor-
rections, allowing for direct and precise comparisons be-
tween theory and data, see e.g. Refs. [9–11].

In this letter, we study the soft drop grooming al-
gorithm [8]. After reclustering a jet with the Cam-
bridge/Aachen (C/A) [12, 13] algorithm, it iteratively
declusters the jet, at each step removing the softer branch
if its momentum fraction z fails the soft drop condition

z > zcut (�R12/R)�
. (1)

Here, �R12 is the distance between the branches in the
⌘-� plane, R is the radius of the initial ungroomed jet,
and zcut, � are tuneable grooming parameters. (Soft drop
grooming with � = 0 corresponds to the modified mass
drop tagger [6].) Once Eq. (1) is satisfied, the algorithm
terminates and zg = z and Rg = �R12, as illustrated in
Fig. 1. Both zg and Rg are central to characterizing the
two hard branches of the groomed jet.

The momentum sharing fraction zg has received a lot
of attention by both the theoretical and experimental
particle and nuclear physics communities in the past
years. The main reason is that it allows for the most
direct measurement of the QCD (Altarelli-Parisi) split-
ting functions [14], providing a glimpse into fundamen-
tal splittings at parton level. The cross section di↵er-
ential in zg was measured by the ALICE [15, 16], AT-
LAS [11], CMS [17, 18] collaborations at the LHC and

Rg
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FIG. 1. Illustration of the clustering tree of a jet: Branches
are groomed away (grey) until the soft drop condition in
Eq. (1) is first satisfied. This splitting sets the observables
zg and Rg, and subsequent splittings (green) are kept.

by STAR [19] at RHIC, which we compare to in this
work. In addition, the zg distribution was also extracted
from CMS open data [20, 21].

Our calculation reveals that this measurement not only
probes the color charge but also the spin of the parton
initiating the jet, and our precision is essential to have
sensitivity to this e↵ect in interpreting experimental re-
sults. The momentum sharing fraction is also of great in-
terest for heavy-ion collisions, as it probes modifications
of hard-collinear splittings in the quark-gluon plasma.
For recent theoretical results, see Refs. [22–29]. We also
expect zg to be of great phenomenological importance at
the future Electron-Ion Collider (EIC) [30].

The observable zg was first introduced in Ref. [31],
where a calculation of the corresponding cross section
at leading-logarithmic (LL) accuracy was performed. It
was found that zg is Infrared-Collinear (IRC) safe only
for � < 0. For � � 0, zg is IRC unsafe but calculable: the
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Grooming techniques, such as soft drop, play a central role in reducing sensitivity of jets to
e.g. underlying event and hadronization at current collider experiments. The momentum sharing
fraction zg, of the two branches in a jet that pass the soft drop condition, is one of the most important
observables characterizing a collinear splitting inside the jet, and directly probes the QCD splitting
functions. In this work, we present a factorization framework that enables a systematic calculation
of the corresponding cross section beyond leading-logarithmic (LL) accuracy, showing that this
measurement is not only sensitive to the QCD charge but also the spin of the parton that initiates
the jet. Our results at next-to-leading logarithmic (NLL0) accuracy include non-global logarithms,
and provide a first meaningful assessment of the perturbative uncertainty. We present a comparison
to the available experimental data from ALICE, ATLAS, and STAR and find excellent agreement.

Introduction. At high-energy collider experiments, jets
and their substructure play a central role in probing
fundamental aspects of QCD and searching for physics
beyond the standard model [1–3]. Jet grooming tech-
niques [4–8] are designed to remove soft radiation inside
jets, crucially reducing contamination in the complicated
environment of hadron colliders. These techniques will
become even more important during the high-luminosity
era of the LHC. Grooming algorithms can also lead to sig-
nificantly reduced nonperturbative (hadronization) cor-
rections, allowing for direct and precise comparisons be-
tween theory and data, see e.g. Refs. [9–11].

In this letter, we study the soft drop grooming al-
gorithm [8]. After reclustering a jet with the Cam-
bridge/Aachen (C/A) [12, 13] algorithm, it iteratively
declusters the jet, at each step removing the softer branch
if its momentum fraction z fails the soft drop condition

z > zcut (�R12/R)�
. (1)

Here, �R12 is the distance between the branches in the
⌘-� plane, R is the radius of the initial ungroomed jet,
and zcut, � are tuneable grooming parameters. (Soft drop
grooming with � = 0 corresponds to the modified mass
drop tagger [6].) Once Eq. (1) is satisfied, the algorithm
terminates and zg = z and Rg = �R12, as illustrated in
Fig. 1. Both zg and Rg are central to characterizing the
two hard branches of the groomed jet.

The momentum sharing fraction zg has received a lot
of attention by both the theoretical and experimental
particle and nuclear physics communities in the past
years. The main reason is that it allows for the most
direct measurement of the QCD (Altarelli-Parisi) split-
ting functions [14], providing a glimpse into fundamen-
tal splittings at parton level. The cross section di↵er-
ential in zg was measured by the ALICE [15, 16], AT-
LAS [11], CMS [17, 18] collaborations at the LHC and
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FIG. 1. Illustration of the clustering tree of a jet: Branches
are groomed away (grey) until the soft drop condition in
Eq. (1) is first satisfied. This splitting sets the observables
zg and Rg, and subsequent splittings (green) are kept.

by STAR [19] at RHIC, which we compare to in this
work. In addition, the zg distribution was also extracted
from CMS open data [20, 21].

Our calculation reveals that this measurement not only
probes the color charge but also the spin of the parton
initiating the jet, and our precision is essential to have
sensitivity to this e↵ect in interpreting experimental re-
sults. The momentum sharing fraction is also of great in-
terest for heavy-ion collisions, as it probes modifications
of hard-collinear splittings in the quark-gluon plasma.
For recent theoretical results, see Refs. [22–29]. We also
expect zg to be of great phenomenological importance at
the future Electron-Ion Collider (EIC) [30].

The observable zg was first introduced in Ref. [31],
where a calculation of the corresponding cross section
at leading-logarithmic (LL) accuracy was performed. It
was found that zg is Infrared-Collinear (IRC) safe only
for � < 0. For � � 0, zg is IRC unsafe but calculable: the
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• Approach: factorization in Soft-Collinear Effective Theory 

• Differential also in groomed jet radius                  because for 
          the measurement is only Sudakov safe 

• Modes in SCET correspond to  
corners of Lund plane 

• Emission that sets zg requires  
special treatment 

• Non-global logarithms arise for  
modes at same angular scale 

4. Precise predictions for soft drop
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<latexit sha1_base64="OFaiW3zK6Ur7ek7GbpEYIFjoA8k=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3wSK4KokIuiy6cVnBPqANZTK9aYdOJmHmplhD/8SFGxW3/olL/8ZJm4W2Hhg4nHNfc4JEcI2u+22V1tY3NrfK25Wd3b39A/vwqKXjVDFosljEqhNQDYJLaCJHAZ1EAY0CAe1gfJv77QkozWP5gNME/IgOJQ85o2ikvm33EB4xM4PyCVTN+nbVrblzOKvEK0iVFGj07a/eIGZpBBKZoFp3PTdBP6MKORMwq/RSDQllYzqErqGSRqD9bH75zDkzysAJY2WeRGeu/u7IaKT1NApMZURxpJe9XPzP66YYXvsZl0mKINliUZgKB2Mnj8EZcAUMxdQQyhQ3tzpsRBVlaMIyGXjLP14lrYua59a8+8tq/aZIo0xOyCk5Jx65InVyRxqkSRiZkGfySt6sJ+vFerc+FqUlq+g5Jn9gff4A0teUDQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OFaiW3zK6Ur7ek7GbpEYIFjoA8k=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3wSK4KokIuiy6cVnBPqANZTK9aYdOJmHmplhD/8SFGxW3/olL/8ZJm4W2Hhg4nHNfc4JEcI2u+22V1tY3NrfK25Wd3b39A/vwqKXjVDFosljEqhNQDYJLaCJHAZ1EAY0CAe1gfJv77QkozWP5gNME/IgOJQ85o2ikvm33EB4xM4PyCVTN+nbVrblzOKvEK0iVFGj07a/eIGZpBBKZoFp3PTdBP6MKORMwq/RSDQllYzqErqGSRqD9bH75zDkzysAJY2WeRGeu/u7IaKT1NApMZURxpJe9XPzP66YYXvsZl0mKINliUZgKB2Mnj8EZcAUMxdQQyhQ3tzpsRBVlaMIyGXjLP14lrYua59a8+8tq/aZIo0xOyCk5Jx65InVyRxqkSRiZkGfySt6sJ+vFerc+FqUlq+g5Jn9gff4A0teUDQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OFaiW3zK6Ur7ek7GbpEYIFjoA8k=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3wSK4KokIuiy6cVnBPqANZTK9aYdOJmHmplhD/8SFGxW3/olL/8ZJm4W2Hhg4nHNfc4JEcI2u+22V1tY3NrfK25Wd3b39A/vwqKXjVDFosljEqhNQDYJLaCJHAZ1EAY0CAe1gfJv77QkozWP5gNME/IgOJQ85o2ikvm33EB4xM4PyCVTN+nbVrblzOKvEK0iVFGj07a/eIGZpBBKZoFp3PTdBP6MKORMwq/RSDQllYzqErqGSRqD9bH75zDkzysAJY2WeRGeu/u7IaKT1NApMZURxpJe9XPzP66YYXvsZl0mKINliUZgKB2Mnj8EZcAUMxdQQyhQ3tzpsRBVlaMIyGXjLP14lrYua59a8+8tq/aZIo0xOyCk5Jx65InVyRxqkSRiZkGfySt6sJ+vFerc+FqUlq+g5Jn9gff4A0teUDQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OFaiW3zK6Ur7ek7GbpEYIFjoA8k=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3wSK4KokIuiy6cVnBPqANZTK9aYdOJmHmplhD/8SFGxW3/olL/8ZJm4W2Hhg4nHNfc4JEcI2u+22V1tY3NrfK25Wd3b39A/vwqKXjVDFosljEqhNQDYJLaCJHAZ1EAY0CAe1gfJv77QkozWP5gNME/IgOJQ85o2ikvm33EB4xM4PyCVTN+nbVrblzOKvEK0iVFGj07a/eIGZpBBKZoFp3PTdBP6MKORMwq/RSDQllYzqErqGSRqD9bH75zDkzysAJY2WeRGeu/u7IaKT1NApMZURxpJe9XPzP66YYXvsZl0mKINliUZgKB2Mnj8EZcAUMxdQQyhQ3tzpsRBVlaMIyGXjLP14lrYua59a8+8tq/aZIo0xOyCk5Jx65InVyRxqkSRiZkGfySt6sJ+vFerc+FqUlq+g5Jn9gff4A0teUDQ==</latexit>

ln
1

z
<latexit sha1_base64="PvDq0dmUrhCiZAqR7mFOc3fqMuw=">AAAB93icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1o/GvXoZbEInkoiQj0WvXisYD+gCWWz3bRLN5uwuxFiyC/x4EXFqz/Fo//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IOFMacf5tiobm1vbO9Xd2t7+wWHdPjruqTiVhHZJzGM5CLCinAna1UxzOkgkxVHAaT+Y3c79/iOVisXiQWcJ9SM8ESxkBGsjjey6xwXyQolJ7hb5UzGyG07TWQCtE7ckDSjRGdlf3jgmaUSFJhwrNXSdRPs5lpoRToualyqaYDLDEzo0VOCIKj9fHF6gc6OMURhLU0Kjhfp7IseRUlkUmM4I66la9ebif94w1eG1nzORpJoKslwUphzpGM1TQGMmKdE8MwQTycytiEyxSUGbrEwG7urH66R32XSdpnt/1WjflGlU4RTO4AJcaEEb7qADXSCQwjO8wpuVWS/Wu/WxbK1Y5cwJ/IH1+QNBZpMa</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PvDq0dmUrhCiZAqR7mFOc3fqMuw=">AAAB93icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1o/GvXoZbEInkoiQj0WvXisYD+gCWWz3bRLN5uwuxFiyC/x4EXFqz/Fo//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IOFMacf5tiobm1vbO9Xd2t7+wWHdPjruqTiVhHZJzGM5CLCinAna1UxzOkgkxVHAaT+Y3c79/iOVisXiQWcJ9SM8ESxkBGsjjey6xwXyQolJ7hb5UzGyG07TWQCtE7ckDSjRGdlf3jgmaUSFJhwrNXSdRPs5lpoRToualyqaYDLDEzo0VOCIKj9fHF6gc6OMURhLU0Kjhfp7IseRUlkUmM4I66la9ebif94w1eG1nzORpJoKslwUphzpGM1TQGMmKdE8MwQTycytiEyxSUGbrEwG7urH66R32XSdpnt/1WjflGlU4RTO4AJcaEEb7qADXSCQwjO8wpuVWS/Wu/WxbK1Y5cwJ/IH1+QNBZpMa</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PvDq0dmUrhCiZAqR7mFOc3fqMuw=">AAAB93icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1o/GvXoZbEInkoiQj0WvXisYD+gCWWz3bRLN5uwuxFiyC/x4EXFqz/Fo//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IOFMacf5tiobm1vbO9Xd2t7+wWHdPjruqTiVhHZJzGM5CLCinAna1UxzOkgkxVHAaT+Y3c79/iOVisXiQWcJ9SM8ESxkBGsjjey6xwXyQolJ7hb5UzGyG07TWQCtE7ckDSjRGdlf3jgmaUSFJhwrNXSdRPs5lpoRToualyqaYDLDEzo0VOCIKj9fHF6gc6OMURhLU0Kjhfp7IseRUlkUmM4I66la9ebif94w1eG1nzORpJoKslwUphzpGM1TQGMmKdE8MwQTycytiEyxSUGbrEwG7urH66R32XSdpnt/1WjflGlU4RTO4AJcaEEb7qADXSCQwjO8wpuVWS/Wu/WxbK1Y5cwJ/IH1+QNBZpMa</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PvDq0dmUrhCiZAqR7mFOc3fqMuw=">AAAB93icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1o/GvXoZbEInkoiQj0WvXisYD+gCWWz3bRLN5uwuxFiyC/x4EXFqz/Fo//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IOFMacf5tiobm1vbO9Xd2t7+wWHdPjruqTiVhHZJzGM5CLCinAna1UxzOkgkxVHAaT+Y3c79/iOVisXiQWcJ9SM8ESxkBGsjjey6xwXyQolJ7hb5UzGyG07TWQCtE7ckDSjRGdlf3jgmaUSFJhwrNXSdRPs5lpoRToualyqaYDLDEzo0VOCIKj9fHF6gc6OMURhLU0Kjhfp7IseRUlkUmM4I66la9ebif94w1eG1nzORpJoKslwUphzpGM1TQGMmKdE8MwQTycytiEyxSUGbrEwG7urH66R32XSdpnt/1WjflGlU4RTO4AJcaEEb7qADXSCQwjO8wpuVWS/Wu/WxbK1Y5cwJ/IH1+QNBZpMa</latexit>

ln
R

✓
<latexit sha1_base64="ptZ2r0QpeGgXvXRVD8rThZdp2eU=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/6sfNy2IRPJVEBD0WvXisYmuhKWWznbRLN5uwOxFqqL/FgxcVr/4Pj/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6777RSWlldW14rrpY3Nre2d8u5e08Sp5tDgsYx1K2AGpFDQQIESWokGFgUS7oPh1cS/fwBtRKzucJRAJ2J9JULBGVqpWz7wpaJ+qBnPbseZjwNANu6WK27VnYIuEi8nFZKj3i1/+b2YpxEo5JIZ0/bcBDsZ0yi4hHHJTw0kjA9ZH9qWKhaB6WTT68f02Co9GsbalkI6VX9PZCwyZhQFtjNiODDz3kT8z2unGF50MqGSFEHx2aIwlRRjOomC9oQGjnJkCeNa2FspHzAbBdrAbAbe/MeLpHla9dyqd3NWqV3maRTJITkiJ8Qj56RGrkmdNAgnj+SZvJI358l5cd6dj1lrwcln9skfOJ8/SQSVZQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ptZ2r0QpeGgXvXRVD8rThZdp2eU=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/6sfNy2IRPJVEBD0WvXisYmuhKWWznbRLN5uwOxFqqL/FgxcVr/4Pj/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6777RSWlldW14rrpY3Nre2d8u5e08Sp5tDgsYx1K2AGpFDQQIESWokGFgUS7oPh1cS/fwBtRKzucJRAJ2J9JULBGVqpWz7wpaJ+qBnPbseZjwNANu6WK27VnYIuEi8nFZKj3i1/+b2YpxEo5JIZ0/bcBDsZ0yi4hHHJTw0kjA9ZH9qWKhaB6WTT68f02Co9GsbalkI6VX9PZCwyZhQFtjNiODDz3kT8z2unGF50MqGSFEHx2aIwlRRjOomC9oQGjnJkCeNa2FspHzAbBdrAbAbe/MeLpHla9dyqd3NWqV3maRTJITkiJ8Qj56RGrkmdNAgnj+SZvJI358l5cd6dj1lrwcln9skfOJ8/SQSVZQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ptZ2r0QpeGgXvXRVD8rThZdp2eU=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/6sfNy2IRPJVEBD0WvXisYmuhKWWznbRLN5uwOxFqqL/FgxcVr/4Pj/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6777RSWlldW14rrpY3Nre2d8u5e08Sp5tDgsYx1K2AGpFDQQIESWokGFgUS7oPh1cS/fwBtRKzucJRAJ2J9JULBGVqpWz7wpaJ+qBnPbseZjwNANu6WK27VnYIuEi8nFZKj3i1/+b2YpxEo5JIZ0/bcBDsZ0yi4hHHJTw0kjA9ZH9qWKhaB6WTT68f02Co9GsbalkI6VX9PZCwyZhQFtjNiODDz3kT8z2unGF50MqGSFEHx2aIwlRRjOomC9oQGjnJkCeNa2FspHzAbBdrAbAbe/MeLpHla9dyqd3NWqV3maRTJITkiJ8Qj56RGrkmdNAgnj+SZvJI358l5cd6dj1lrwcln9skfOJ8/SQSVZQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ptZ2r0QpeGgXvXRVD8rThZdp2eU=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/6sfNy2IRPJVEBD0WvXisYmuhKWWznbRLN5uwOxFqqL/FgxcVr/4Pj/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6777RSWlldW14rrpY3Nre2d8u5e08Sp5tDgsYx1K2AGpFDQQIESWokGFgUS7oPh1cS/fwBtRKzucJRAJ2J9JULBGVqpWz7wpaJ+qBnPbseZjwNANu6WK27VnYIuEi8nFZKj3i1/+b2YpxEo5JIZ0/bcBDsZ0yi4hHHJTw0kjA9ZH9qWKhaB6WTT68f02Co9GsbalkI6VX9PZCwyZhQFtjNiODDz3kT8z2unGF50MqGSFEHx2aIwlRRjOomC9oQGjnJkCeNa2FspHzAbBdrAbAbe/MeLpHla9dyqd3NWqV3maRTJITkiJ8Qj56RGrkmdNAgnj+SZvJI358l5cd6dj1lrwcln9skfOJ8/SQSVZQ==</latexit>

z = zcut

✓
✓

R

◆�

<latexit sha1_base64="LZCGS7DUqAxy7SgLCzdhd9ewSSg=">AAACGnicbZDJSgNBEIZ7XGPcoh69NAYhXsJMEMxFCHjxGMUskImhp1OTNOlZ6K4RkiHv4cFn8eBFxZPgxbexsxw08YeGn6+qqK7fi6XQaNvf1srq2vrGZmYru72zu7efOzis6yhRHGo8kpFqekyDFCHUUKCEZqyABZ6Ehje4mtQbD6C0iMI7HMbQDlgvFL7gDA3q5Eqjy1EndVVAeYJj6krwseD6ivHUxT4gG6e3BivR6+PZvesZ0snl7aI9FV02ztzkyVzVTu7T7UY8CSBELpnWLceOsZ0yhYJLGGfdREPM+ID1oGVsyALQ7XR625ieGtKlfqTMC5FO6e+JlAVaDwPPdAYM+3qxNoH/1VoJ+uV2KsI4QQj5bJGfSIoRnQRFu0IBRzk0hnElzF8p7zMTDJo4TQbO4sXLpl4qOnbRuTnPV8rzNDLkmJyQAnHIBamQa1IlNcLJI3kmr+TNerJerHfrY9a6Ys1njsgfWV8/OEWhyA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LZCGS7DUqAxy7SgLCzdhd9ewSSg=">AAACGnicbZDJSgNBEIZ7XGPcoh69NAYhXsJMEMxFCHjxGMUskImhp1OTNOlZ6K4RkiHv4cFn8eBFxZPgxbexsxw08YeGn6+qqK7fi6XQaNvf1srq2vrGZmYru72zu7efOzis6yhRHGo8kpFqekyDFCHUUKCEZqyABZ6Ehje4mtQbD6C0iMI7HMbQDlgvFL7gDA3q5Eqjy1EndVVAeYJj6krwseD6ivHUxT4gG6e3BivR6+PZvesZ0snl7aI9FV02ztzkyVzVTu7T7UY8CSBELpnWLceOsZ0yhYJLGGfdREPM+ID1oGVsyALQ7XR625ieGtKlfqTMC5FO6e+JlAVaDwPPdAYM+3qxNoH/1VoJ+uV2KsI4QQj5bJGfSIoRnQRFu0IBRzk0hnElzF8p7zMTDJo4TQbO4sXLpl4qOnbRuTnPV8rzNDLkmJyQAnHIBamQa1IlNcLJI3kmr+TNerJerHfrY9a6Ys1njsgfWV8/OEWhyA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LZCGS7DUqAxy7SgLCzdhd9ewSSg=">AAACGnicbZDJSgNBEIZ7XGPcoh69NAYhXsJMEMxFCHjxGMUskImhp1OTNOlZ6K4RkiHv4cFn8eBFxZPgxbexsxw08YeGn6+qqK7fi6XQaNvf1srq2vrGZmYru72zu7efOzis6yhRHGo8kpFqekyDFCHUUKCEZqyABZ6Ehje4mtQbD6C0iMI7HMbQDlgvFL7gDA3q5Eqjy1EndVVAeYJj6krwseD6ivHUxT4gG6e3BivR6+PZvesZ0snl7aI9FV02ztzkyVzVTu7T7UY8CSBELpnWLceOsZ0yhYJLGGfdREPM+ID1oGVsyALQ7XR625ieGtKlfqTMC5FO6e+JlAVaDwPPdAYM+3qxNoH/1VoJ+uV2KsI4QQj5bJGfSIoRnQRFu0IBRzk0hnElzF8p7zMTDJo4TQbO4sXLpl4qOnbRuTnPV8rzNDLkmJyQAnHIBamQa1IlNcLJI3kmr+TNerJerHfrY9a6Ys1njsgfWV8/OEWhyA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LZCGS7DUqAxy7SgLCzdhd9ewSSg=">AAACGnicbZDJSgNBEIZ7XGPcoh69NAYhXsJMEMxFCHjxGMUskImhp1OTNOlZ6K4RkiHv4cFn8eBFxZPgxbexsxw08YeGn6+qqK7fi6XQaNvf1srq2vrGZmYru72zu7efOzis6yhRHGo8kpFqekyDFCHUUKCEZqyABZ6Ehje4mtQbD6C0iMI7HMbQDlgvFL7gDA3q5Eqjy1EndVVAeYJj6krwseD6ivHUxT4gG6e3BivR6+PZvesZ0snl7aI9FV02ztzkyVzVTu7T7UY8CSBELpnWLceOsZ0yhYJLGGfdREPM+ID1oGVsyALQ7XR625ieGtKlfqTMC5FO6e+JlAVaDwPPdAYM+3qxNoH/1VoJ+uV2KsI4QQj5bJGfSIoRnQRFu0IBRzk0hnElzF8p7zMTDJo4TQbO4sXLpl4qOnbRuTnPV8rzNDLkmJyQAnHIBamQa1IlNcLJI3kmr+TNerJerHfrY9a6Ys1njsgfWV8/OEWhyA==</latexit>

ln
1

zg

<latexit sha1_base64="/MP6CMkxDZlWMlDwim8zSPRvsLA=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/Uj16WSyCp5KIoseiF48V7Ae0IWy2m3bpZhN2N0qN+SlePCji1V/izX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekHCmtON8W6WV1bX1jfJmZWt7Z3fPru63VZxKQlsk5rHsBlhRzgRtaaY57SaS4ijgtBOMr6d+555KxWJxpycJ9SI8FCxkBGsj+Xa1zwXqhxKTzM2zR3+Y+3bNqTszoGXiFqQGBZq+/dUfxCSNqNCEY6V6rpNoL8NSM8JpXumniiaYjPGQ9gwVOKLKy2an5+jYKAMUxtKU0Gim/p7IcKTUJApMZ4T1SC16U/E/r5fq8NLLmEhSTQWZLwpTjnSMpjmgAZOUaD4xBBPJzK2IjLDJQZu0KiYEd/HlZdI+rbtn9fPbs1rjqoijDIdwBCfgwgU04Aaa0AICD/AMr/BmPVkv1rv1MW8tWcXMAfyB9fkDTuWUDA==</latexit>

ln
1

zcut

<latexit sha1_base64="SrfRFvHlvkRgdPfDJkCbD6+SyUY=">AAACAnicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1JN4WSyCp5JIRY9FLx4r2A9oQtlsN+3SzSbsToQaghf/ihcPinj1V3jz37htc9DWBwOP92aYmRckgmtwnG9raXlldW29tFHe3Nre2bX39ls6ThVlTRqLWHUCopngkjWBg2CdRDESBYK1g9H1xG/fM6V5LO9gnDA/IgPJQ04JGKlnH3pCYi9UhGZunj30Mk9FmKaQ5z274lSdKfAicQtSQQUaPfvL68c0jZgEKojWXddJwM+IAk4Fy8teqllC6IgMWNdQSSKm/Wz6Qo5PjNLHYaxMScBT9fdERiKtx1FgOiMCQz3vTcT/vG4K4aWfcZmkwCSdLQpTgSHGkzxwnytGQYwNIVRxcyumQ2LyAJNa2YTgzr+8SFpnVbdWPb+tVepXRRwldISO0Sly0QWqoxvUQE1E0SN6Rq/ozXqyXqx362PWumQVMwfoD6zPH5kvl5Q=</latexit>

z = zg

<latexit sha1_base64="bRo1zIer4Q2WFZ9mElLoS97M7EU=">AAAB7HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9mVir0IBS8eK7htoV1KNs22oUl2SbJCu/Q3ePGgiFd/kDf/jWm7B219MPB4b4aZeWHCmTau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSUvHqSLUJzGPVSfEmnImqW+Y4bSTKIpFyGk7HN/N/fYTVZrF8tFMEhoIPJQsYgQbK/nT22l/2C9X3Kq7AFonXk4qkKPZL3/1BjFJBZWGcKx113MTE2RYGUY4nZV6qaYJJmM8pF1LJRZUB9ni2Bm6sMoARbGyJQ1aqL8nMiy0nojQdgpsRnrVm4v/ed3URPUgYzJJDZVkuShKOTIxmn+OBkxRYvjEEkwUs7ciMsIKE2PzKdkQvNWX10nrqurVqtcPtUqjnsdRhDM4h0vw4AYacA9N8IEAg2d4hTdHOi/Ou/OxbC04+cwp/IHz+QPCBo6h</latexit>

C
2gr

<latexit sha1_base64="aSNZyTyiLDxLU60tqV8PETdp5E8=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69LBbBU0mkosdCLx48VLAf0MSy2W7apZtN2N0USsg/8eJBEa/+E2/+G7dtDtr6YODx3gwz84KEM6Ud59sqbWxube+Udyt7+weHR/bxSUfFqSS0TWIey16AFeVM0LZmmtNeIimOAk67waQ597tTKhWLxaOeJdSP8EiwkBGsjTSw7eZT5jGBMk9GaCTzfGBXnZqzAFonbkGqUKA1sL+8YUzSiApNOFaq7zqJ9jMsNSOc5hUvVTTBZIJHtG+owBFVfra4PEcXRhmiMJamhEYL9fdEhiOlZlFgOiOsx2rVm4v/ef1Uh7d+xkSSairIclGYcqRjNI8BDZmkRPOZIZhIZm5FZIwlJtqEVTEhuKsvr5POVc2t164f6tXGfRFHGc7gHC7BhRtowB20oA0EpvAMr/BmZdaL9W59LFtLVjFzCn9gff4AQNeTdQ==</latexit>

H

<latexit sha1_base64="ww6unYWiEEHj9CgxRqvO1nyCheU=">AAAB6HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe4komXAJoVFAuYDkiPsbeaSNXt7x+6eEEJ+gY2FIrb+JDv/jZvkCk18MPB4b4aZeUEiuDau++3kNja3tnfyu4W9/YPDo+LxSUvHqWLYZLGIVSegGgWX2DTcCOwkCmkUCGwH47u5335CpXksH8wkQT+iQ8lDzqixUqPWL5bcsrsAWSdeRkqQod4vfvUGMUsjlIYJqnXXcxPjT6kynAmcFXqpxoSyMR1i11JJI9T+dHHojFxYZUDCWNmShizU3xNTGmk9iQLbGVEz0qveXPzP66YmvPWnXCapQcmWi8JUEBOT+ddkwBUyIyaWUKa4vZWwEVWUGZtNwYbgrb68TlpXZa9Svm5UStX7LI48nME5XIIHN1CFGtShCQwQnuEV3pxH58V5dz6WrTknmzmFP3A+fwCjE4ze</latexit>

S
/2gr
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FIG. 2. Lund diagram for the cross section di↵erential in zg

and ✓g. The green dot corresponds to the emission passing
the soft drop condition, and emissions in the red area are
vetoed. The modes that appear in the corresponding SCET
calculation are indicated by green and red dots.

IRC divergence is tamed by accounting for the Sudakov
suppression, making zg a Sudakov safe observable [32].
The cross section can thus be calculated by performing
the joint resummation of the logarithms of zg and the
groomed radius Rg. Alternatively, one can impose a cut
on Rg, but this case also requires resummation. Here
we extend the work of Ref. [31] by setting up a factor-
ization framework within Soft Collinear E↵ective The-
ory (SCET) [33–37], which allows for the systematic ex-
tension beyond LL. We obtain results at next-to-leading
logarithmic (NLL0) accuracy, accounting for non-global
logarithms (NGLs) [38]. Our work also provides the first
meaningful assessment of perturbative uncertainties, and
opens the door to future calculations at higher pertur-
bative accuracy and for a systematic treatment of non-
perturbative e↵ects [39, 40]. Theoretical calculations of
other groomed observables, such as the groomed jet mass,
can be found in Refs. [41–57].

Theoretical framework. We now describe how we cal-
culate the cross section di↵erential in the jet’s transverse
momentum pT and rapidity ⌘, as well as the groomed jet
substructure observables zg and ✓g ⌘ Rg/R. For small
jet radii, we can separate the production of the inclusive
jet sample from the jet substructure measurement using
collinear factorization,

d�

dpT d⌘ dzg d✓g
=

X

i

fi(pT , ⌘, R, µ)

⇥ G̃i(zg, ✓g, pT R, zcut, �, µ) . (2)

The jet production is summarized by quark/gluon frac-
tions fi=q,g, which account for parton distribution func-
tions, the hard-scattering, and semi-inclusive jet func-
tions. The jet functions G̃i (using the notation of
Ref. [56]) encode the substructure measurement. See
Refs. [56, 58–64] for more details on this first step of
the factorization.

Next, we calculate the jet function G̃i, which we will
need to describe the region where zg is order one. We
find at leading order (LO) for zg, ✓g > 0

G̃
(1)
q = ⇥(1/2 > zg > zcut✓

�
g ) ⇥(✓g < 1)

↵s

⇡

1

✓g

⇥
Pqq(zg) + Pgq(zg)

⇤
, (3)

and similarly for G̃
(1)
g . Here Pij are the leading-order

QCD splitting functions, showing that the measurement

of zg probes these. Since G̃
(1)
i ⇠ 1/✓g, and there is no

lower bound on ✓g for � � 0, we cannot integrate out
the dependence on ✓g in this case. The integration over
✓g is only possible after taking into account the Sudakov
suppression through resummation.

To achieve this, we perform the resummation of large
logarithmic corrections of zg, ✓g and zcut. We start with
the result at LL accuracy, which provides physical in-
tuition and helps identify the relevant modes in SCET.
It is described by strongly-ordered emission of gluons in
the collinear and soft limit. The Lund diagram in Fig. 2
shows the phase space of such emissions in terms of their
energy fraction z and angle ✓, with dashed lines indicat-
ing the soft drop condition in Eq. (1) and the measure-
ment of ✓g and zg. The emission at the green dot sets zg

and ✓g. Emissions in the red region are not allowed, and
the corresponding area enters in the Sudakov exponent:

G̃i = ⇥(1/2 > zg > zcut✓
�
g )

2↵sCi

⇡

1

zg ✓g

⇥ exp

✓
�

↵sCi

⇡
(� ln2

✓g + 2 ln zcut ln ✓g)

◆
, (4)

Here Ci=F,A denotes the appropriate color factor for
quarks and gluons, which is the only dependence on the
initial parton at LL. As Eq. (4) indicates, it is now safe
to integrate over ✓g due to the Sudakov suppression, and
the resulting expression agrees with Eq. (14) of Ref. [31].

We can extend this result to NLL0 by identifying the
relevant modes within SCET, for which the scaling of the
momentum components can be read o↵ from the location
of the points in the Lund diagram in Fig. 2. We find

G̃i = ⇥(1/2 > zg > zcut✓
�
g )H̃i(pT R, µ) C

2gr
i (✓gpT R, µ)

⇥ S
/2gr
i (zcutpT R, �, µ) S̃G(zcut✓

1+�
g pT R, �, µ)

⇥ S
NG
i (zcut)


d

dzg

d

d✓g
S̃zg (zg✓gpT R, µ)

+ S̃
0NG
i,1 (zg✓g, zg) + S̃

0NG
i,2

⇣
zg✓g,

zg

zcut✓
�
g

⌘�
. (5)

The resummation of logarithms of zg, ✓g, and zcut is
achieved by evaluating each ingredient (except those de-
scribing NGLs) at its natural scale, which can be read o↵
from their first argument, and using the renormalization
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� > 0

[Cal, Lee, Ringer, WW (2021)]



• Results show good agreement with data 

→ For more see Pedro Cal’s talk
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FIG. 5. Comparison of our results to ATLAS [11], ALICE [16] and STAR [19] data for � = 0.

are notable qualitative di↵erences with the earlier results
of Ref. [31]: The shape of our distribution for � < 0
is rather di↵erent, and we find a smooth transition to
� = 0 for zg > zcut, whether we approach from nega-
tive or positive �. For large zg the matching to the LO
in Eq. (3) is essential, which is done multiplicatively be-
cause of the common singularity in ✓g. Indeed, the non-
singular terms added by the matching are important to
achieve good agreement with Pythia, as illustrated in the
left panel of Fig. 3 by the black NLL0 curve (that does not
include the matching). This demonstrates the sensitiv-
ity of zg distribution to the full splitting function beyond
the leading 1/zg behavior in the singular limit. The size
of these corrections, which encode the spin-dependence
of the splitting function, are visualized in Fig. 4. Since
their size can be up to order 10%, we expect that this
can be probed experimentally by for example compar-
ing inclusive vs. photon-tagged jets or jets with di↵erent
rapidities.

Next, we compare to the experimental results from
ATLAS [11], ALICE [16] and STAR [19] for � = 0 in
Fig. 5. We normalize our results to the data [83] and
impose the same cut on ✓g. The hadronization e↵ects
in Pythia for ALICE and STAR kinematics (not shown)

FIG. 6. Comparison to ATLAS results [11] for � = 1.

are much more sizable than in Fig. 3, in accord with
the larger perturbative uncertainties. Nevertheless, we
find very good agreement even for these relatively low
jet transverse momenta. We note that the CMS result
of Ref. [17] is not unfolded, prohibiting a direct compari-
son. As a representative example, we show the LL QCD
scale uncertainty band in the left panel of Fig. 5 which is
significantly larger than at NLL0. This implies that the
NLL0 accuracy achieved in this work is needed to match
the current experimental precision.

Next, we compare in Fig. 6 our results to ATLAS mea-
surement [11] for � = 1, as an example. We normalize
our results to the data in the region to the right of the
dotted line, as our prediction for the left most data point
are very sensitive to nonperturbative e↵ects. Note that
this was not needed for � = 0, where zcut provides a
lower bound on zg. We observe excellent agreement! In
this case our NLL0+LO prediction is substantially better
than the LL result.

Lastly, we present predictions for jet kinematics at the
future EIC in Fig. 7. We consider jets reconstructed
in the laboratory frame ep ! e + jet + X for typical
EIC kinematics [84, 85] with cuts on the photon virtu-
ality Q

2 and the inelasticity y as indicated in the fig-

FIG. 7. Prediction for the Electron-Ion Collider.



• Starting point: analytic understanding of nonperturbative 
effects for soft drop [Hoang, Mantry, Pathak, Stewart (2019)] 

• Leading effect described by few nonperturbative parameters 

• First term describes effect of nonperturbative momentum in 
groomed jet, second its effect on the grooming condition 

• Perturbative coefficients        follow from cross section 
differential in       and    , and previously extracted at LL. 
E.g.
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theory implies we can write the cross section in terms of jets initiated by a light quark or gluon

d�had

dm2

Jd�J
=

X

=q,g

N(�J , R, zcut, �)
d�had



dm2

Jd�J
, (1.2)

where N includes virtual corrections important for the normalization, as well as contributions
from the rest of the event (such as parton distributions in the pp case), and determines the relative
contribution from quark and gluon jets. It depends on the jet radius, R, the phase space variables
of the jet denoted by �J , as well as the soft drop parameters, since it accounts for radiation that
has been groomed away. Equation (1.2) applies for e+e� collisions in the dijet limit, where the
phase space variable is simply the energy, �J = {EJ}, as well as for an inclusive jet with small R

in a pp collision, where the phase space variables are transverse momentum and pseudorapidity,
�J = {pT , ⌘J}.

The leading hadronization corrections in d�had
 /dm2

J take the following form:

d�had


dm2

Jd�J
=

d�̂

dm2

Jd�J
� Q ⌦��

1
d

dm2

J

✓
C
1 (m2

J , Q, zcut, �, R)
d�̂

dm2

Jd�J

◆
(1.3)

+
Q
�
⌥

1,0 + � ⌥
1,1

�

m2

J

C
2 (m2

J , Q, zcut, �, R)
d�̂

dm2

Jd�J
+ . . . ,

where �̂k is the partonic cross section. The three universal hadronic parameters ⌦��
1, ⌥

1,0, and
⌥

1,1 for  = q, g have dimensions of energy, are O(⇤QCD), and encode the nonperturbative infor-
mation in the power corrections. In contrast, the dimensionless coefficients C1,2(m2

J , Q, zcut, �, R)

determine the perturbative prefactors in the SDOE region, while also describing the dependence
on the kinematic and grooming parameters. A key point to note is that the factorization for power
correction terms in Eq. (1.3) was derived so far only at leading logarithmic (LL) accuracy [24].
The LL nature of the analysis allowed for the use of strong angular ordering to prove factoriza-
tion of the nonperturbative matrix elements. Thus, while the partonic cross section d�̂ can be
improved independently order-by-order in perturbation theory, the factorization of the leading
power corrections in Eq. (1.3) beyond LL are likely to involve additional NP parameters with new
perturbative coefficients, which we indicate by the ‘. . .’ in Eq. (1.3). By definition we include
in C1 and C2 all terms beyond LL that are still proportional to the same combination of the 3
hadronic parameters shown in Eq. (1.3).

At LL accuracy, the Wilson coefficients C
1,2(m

2

J) are related to moments of the ✓g distribution
for fixed mJ :

C
1 (m2

J) =
1

h1i(m2

J)

⌧
✓g
2

�
, C

2 (m2

J) =
m2

J/Q2

h1i(m2

J)

⌧
2

✓g
�
�
zg � zcut✓

�
g

��
, (1.4)

where the angle brackets represent averages that take into account the resummation of the large
logarithms in the SDOE region. We have, for simplicity, suppressed the dependence on arguments
other than m2

J . In the second term the delta function ensures that the correction is only relevant
for kinematic configurations that lie on the boundary of soft drop failing or passing test. A
calculation at LL accuracy of Eq. (1.3) and the functions C

1
(m2

J) and C
2
(m2

J) in the coherent
branching formalism was presented in Ref. [24]. The LL results for these functions were shown to

– 4 –
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• Approach: factorization in Soft-Collinear Effective Theory 

• Under the hood: three different regimes that need to be 
calculated and matched 

• Results: 

→ For more see Adi Pathak’s talk
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Figure 9: Uncertainty estimate for the NLL0 and LL effective theory predictions for the pertur-
bative coefficient Cq

1
. We do not estimate LL uncertainty in the ungroomed region, where the

EFT description loses validity. NLL0 uncertainty bands are tiny and examined in more detail in
Fig. 10.

constants {ai
20
}. Since our estimates for the perturbative uncertainty does not cover the un-

groomed region, we exclude values mJ > mee
0

in the plotted range. We observe good convergence
between the two orders, with only the � = 2 results being slightly outside the LL uncertainty
band. The most striking feature is the very small size of the NLL0 uncertainty band, whose width
becomes noticeable only for � = 2 (low panel). Given that for the NLL0 cumulant cross section
the variations are rather large (see Fig. 7), the tiny uncertainty bands for Cq

1
are due to cancella-

tions between numerator and denominator of Eq. (3.38). Indeed, we know that the leading double
logarithms cancel in the ratio to all orders in perturbation theory.

To further study the small NLL0 theoretical uncertainty, in Fig. 10 we show the relative
difference of the variations to the central curve. As we did for the cumulant in Fig. 7, we separate
scale variation (magenta) and the variation of the two-loop constants (green). Again, we do not
show the perturbative uncertainty beyond the groomed region. We first notice that in the SDOE
region the uncertainty, of a few percent, is dominated by the unknown two-loop term. Scale
variation gradually takes over in the SDNP region, which becomes larger as � increases. For
� = 1, 2 the enlarged uncertainty at high jet mass comes from varying the two-loop constant aC

20

in the small Rg region, whereas variations of the large Rg term aSc
20

are roughly constant across
the mass range, and effectively negligible. The situation is different for � = 0, where varying aSc

20

gives the dominant contribution. That the variations from the small Rg region are less relevant
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Figure 12: Uncertainty estimate for the NLL0 (orange band) and LL (blue band) effective theory
predictions for the perturbative coefficient Cq

2
, at different values of �. The right top panel shows

the breakdown of the LL envelope into the various sources of variation, showing that the large
uncertainty is induced by the trumpet variation (yellow) rather than by breaking the canonical
relations (green). The same panel shows that at NLL0 varying the two-loop constant (blue)
dominates over the scale uncertainty (red).

Fig. 11 that the LL coherent branching result is systematically larger than the LL-EFT result.
Compared to NLL0, the LL coherent branching result is similar for � = 0 but systematically
larger for � = 1, 2. As noted in Sec. 4.5, our LL-EFT predictions include extra resummation
in Laplace space, which is absent in the LL coherent branching results, while the latter include
some additional power corrections through the splitting function pgq. We find that at the large jet
masses (log10(m

2

J/E2

J) & �1.5) the disagreement is almost entirely due to the power corrections,
while at smaller jet masses the additional evolution in the EFT becomes more important. Finally,
in the bottom right plot we show the effect of including the extra anomalous dimension �0(", zcut)

from Eq. (4.49), which is present only in the case � = 0. The NLL0 result is shown before (dashed
magenta) and after (red) including the fixed-order logarithms and additional running induced by
�0. For more clarity, we zoom in on the range [�3.5,�1.5] in the logarithmic jet mass variable,
leaving out the ungroomed region. We observe that the �0 contribution is important across the
whole plotted range, and the improved agreement with MC predictions shows that the parton
showers considered here likely do incorporate this NLL effect.

We also show the LL and NLL0 EFT results with theoretical uncertainties in figure Fig. 12,
again restricting to the region mJ < mee

0
where grooming is active. The NLL0 uncertainties are

– 64 –

[Pathak, Stewart, Vaidya, Zoppi (2020)]
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Figure 2: The mode picture for three regimes of large (left), intermediate (center) and small
(right) groomed jet radius, labeling emissions with their energy fraction z and angle ✓ relative to
the emitting particle. The area shaded in yellow corresponds to soft dropped radiation, while the
area hatched in magenta is vetoed by the measurement (black lines), where dashed segments do
not enforce vetoes. Emissions in the area shaded in grey lie out of the initial (ungroomed) jet.

an emission off the jet at a given angle and with given energy fraction. The choice of ln✓�1-lnz�1

helps us to focus on the soft-collinear emissions that are far away from the origin [6]. In these
coordinates distinct points correspond to emissions that are exponentially far apart. Here the jet
mass measurement corresponds to a line with slope �2, the equation of the soft drop constraint
is a line with slope �, and the equation ✓ = Rg is a vertical line. The three regimes are shown in
the three panels of Fig. 2, and differ due to the location of the vertical Rg-line. At LL accuracy,
in the soft-collinear limit, the probability of an emission in a certain region of the Lund plane is
uniform in the logarithmic coordinates. Emissions that are vetoed at LL accuracy correspond to
the area hatched in magenta, while the area shaded in yellow identifies soft dropped emissions.
The various modes that enter the factorization analysis are located on the boundary of the vetoed
region, at the intersections of the various constraint lines, and are indicated by colored circles.
Since these modes are far from the origin they are either soft, collinear, or both soft and collinear.

It is useful to determine the momentum scaling of the modes represented by colored dots
in Fig. 2. We start with the modes that are common to all the scenarios, and in subsequent
subsections describe the additional collinear-soft modes that are specific for each of the three
regimes. For e+e� collisions, in the dijet limit, the differential jet mass cross section cumulative
in Rg can be expressed as

d⌃(Rg)

dm2

Jd�J
= N e+e�

q (Q, R, zcut, �, µ)
d⌃q(Rg, µ)

dm2

Jd�J
. (3.1)

This notation holds for both hadron and parton level cross sections. The normalization factor
N e+e�

q obtains contribution both from hard modes with pµ ⇠ Q, as well as from the hard-collinear
mode with ✓ = R and z ⇠ 1 which scales as

pµ ⇠ Q tan
R

2

✓
tan

R

2
,

1

tan R
2

, 1

◆
, (e+e� case) . (3.2)

Here and below we display the momenta scaling in the light-cone coordinates pµ = (p+, p�, p?)

defined with respect to a light-like reference vector nJ = (1, n̂J) in the direction of the jet axis
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• Background: most precise extractions of     from e+e- event 
shapes give small values, due to nonperturbative effects. 

• E.g. for C-parameter 
 

• Potential problem: leading nonperturbative correction only 
valid in 2-jet region. 

6. Nonperturbative effects for C-parameter
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We present a global fit for ↵s(mZ), analyzing the available C-parameter data measured at
center-of-mass energies between Q = 35 and 207GeV. The experimental data is compared to a
N3LL0 + O(↵3

s) + ⌦1 theoretical prediction (up to the missing four-loop cusp anomalous dimen-
sion), which includes power corrections coming from a field theoretical nonperturbative soft func-
tion. The dominant hadronic parameter is its first moment ⌦1, which is defined in a scheme which
eliminates the O(⇤QCD) renormalon ambiguity. The resummation region plays a dominant role
in the C-parameter spectrum, and in this region a fit for ↵s(mZ) and ⌦1 is su�cient. We find
↵s(mZ) = 0.1123 ± 0.0015 and ⌦1 = 0.421 ± 0.063GeV with �2/dof = 0.988 for 404 bins of data.
These results agree with the prediction of universality for ⌦1 between thrust and C-parameter within
1-�.

I. INTRODUCTION

In order to study Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD)
accurately in the high-energy regime, it is useful to ex-
ploit the wealth of data from previous e

+
e
� colliders

such as LEP. Here the final states coming from the under-
lying partons created in the collisions appear as boosted
and collimated groups of hadrons known as jets. Event
shapes have proven to be very successful to study these
collisions quantitatively. They combine the energy and
momenta of all of the measured hadrons into an infrared-
and collinear-safe parameter which describes the geomet-
ric properties of the whole event by a single variable dis-
tribution. Due to their global nature event shapes have
nice theoretical properties, making it possible to obtain
very accurate theoretical predictions using QCD. Most
e
+
e
� event shape variables quantify how well the event

resembles the situation of two narrow back-to-back jets,
called dijets, by vanishing in this limit. Because the dijet
limit involves restrictions that only allow collinear and
soft degrees of freedom for the final-state radiation, such
QCD predictions involve a number of theoretical aspects
that go beyond the calculation of higher-order pertur-
bative loop corrections. These include factorization, to
systematically account for perturbative and nonpertur-
bative contributions, and the resummation of large log-
arithmic corrections by renormalization group evolution.
Comparisons of predictions for event shapes with experi-
mental data thus provide non-trivial tests of the dynam-
ics of QCD.

Due to the high sensitivity of event shapes to jets
induced by gluon radiation they are an excellent tool
to measure the strong coupling ↵s. For more inclusive
hadronic cross sections (like e

+
e
�

! hadrons) the ↵s

dependence is subleading because it only occurs in cor-
rections to a leading order term, while for event shapes
the ↵s dependence is a leading-order e↵ect. For this rea-
son, the study of event shapes for determining ↵s has
a long history in the literature (see the review [1] and
the workshop proceedings [2]), including recent analyses

which include higher-order resummation and corrections
up to O(↵3

s
) [3–12].

Several previous high-precision studies which deter-
mine ↵s(mZ) [4, 5, 9–11] focus on the event shape called
thrust [13],

⌧ = 1� T = min
~n

 
1�

P
i
|~n · ~pi|P
j
|~pj |

!
, (1)

where ~n is called the thrust axis and it follows from the
above equation that 0  ⌧  1/2. Another event shape,
known as C-parameter [14, 15], can be written as:

C =
3

2

P
i,j

|~pi||~pj | sin
2
✓ij

(
P

i
|~pi|)

2 , (2)

where ✓ij gives the angle between particles i and j. It
is straightforward to show that 0  C  1. In a pre-
vious paper [12] we computed the C-parameter distribu-
tion with a resummation of large logarithms at N3LL0

accuracy, including fixed-order terms up to O(↵3
s
) and

hadronization e↵ects using a field-theoretic nonperturba-
tive soft function. These results were achieved by using
the Soft Collinear E↵ective Theory (SCET) [16–20]. Our
results for C are valid in all three of the peak, tail, and
far-tail regions of the distribution, and are the most ac-
curate predictions available in the literature, having a
perturbative uncertainty of ' 3% at Q = mZ for the re-
gion relevant for ↵s(mZ) and ⌦1 fits. The same accuracy
was previously achieved for thrust, where the remaining
perturbative uncertainty in the ⌧ distribution is ' 2% in
this region [9]. In this paper we make use of these new
C-parameter theoretical results [12] to carry out a global
fit to all available data, comparing the results with the
analogous global fit for thrust [9] where appropriate.
Since both ⌧ and C vanish in the dijet limit, it is worth-

while to contrast them in order to anticipate di↵erences
that will appear in the analysis. Di↵erences between C

and ⌧ include the following:
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FIG. 4. The evolution of the value of ↵s(mZ) adding components of the calculation. An additional ⇠ 8% uncertainty from not
including power corrections is not included in the two left points.

using the Rgap power correction parameter ⌦1(R�, µ�),
and adding hadron-mass e↵ects. These same results to-
gether with the corresponding �

2
/dof are also collected

in Tab. III. The fit with only fixed-order O(↵3
s
) results

has a relatively large �
2
/dof and also its central value

has the largest value of ↵s(mZ). Including the resum-
mation of large logarithms decreases the central ↵s(mZ)
by 8% and also decreases the perturbative uncertainty
by ⇠ 50%. Due to this smaller perturbative uncertainty
it becomes clear that the theoretical cross section has
a di↵erent slope than the data, which can be seen, for
example, at Q = mZ for 0.27 < C < 0.35. This leads
to the increase in the �

2
/dof for the “N3LL0 no power

corr.” fit, and makes it quite obvious that power correc-
tions are needed. When the power correction parameter
⌦1 is included in the fit, shown by the third entry in
Tab. III and the result just to the right of the vertical
dashed line in Fig. 4, the �

2
/dof becomes 1.004 and this

issue is resolved. Furthermore, a reduction by ⇠ 50%
is achieved for the perturbative uncertainty in ↵s(mZ).
This reduction makes sense since some of the perturba-
tive uncertainty of the cross section is now absorbed in
⌦1, and a much better fit is achieved for any of the vari-
ations associated to estimating higher-order corrections.
The addition of ⌦1 also caused the fit value of ↵s(mZ) to
drop by another 8%, consistent with our expectations for
the impact of power corrections and the estimate made in
Ref. [12]. Note that the error bars of the first two purely
perturbative determinations, shown at the left-hand side
of the vertical thick dashed line in Fig. 4 and in the last
two entries in Tab. III, do not include the ⇠ 8% uncer-
tainties associated with the lack of power corrections.

The remaining corrections we consider are the use of
the R-scheme for ⌦1 which includes the renormalon sub-

tractions, and the inclusion of the log-resummation ef-
fects associated to the hadron-mass e↵ects. Both of these
corrections have a fairly small impact on the determi-
nation of ↵s(mZ), shifting the central value by +0.5%
and � 0.3% respectively. Since adding the � 0.3% shift
from the hadron mass corrections in quadrature with the
' 1.2% perturbative uncertainty does not change the
overall uncertainty we will use the R-scheme determi-
nation for our main result. This avoids the need to fully
discuss the extra fit parameter ✓(R�, µ�) that appears
when hadron masses are included. Further discussion
of the experimental uncertainties and the perturbative
uncertainty from the random scan are given below in
Secs. VB and VD, and a more detailed discussion of
the impact of hadron-mass resummation is given below
in Sec. VE.
The values of ⌦1 obtained from the fits discussed above

can be directly compared to the ⌦1 power correction ob-
tained from the thrust distribution. Values for ⌦1 from
the C-parameter fits are given below in Secs. VB and VD
and the comparison with thrust is considered in Sec. VII.

B. Perturbative Uncertainty from the Scan

To examine the robustness of our method of determin-
ing the perturbative uncertainty by the random scan, we
consider the convergence and overlap of the results at dif-
ferent perturbative orders. Figure 5 shows the spread of
best-fit values at NLL0, N2LL0 and N3LL0. The upper left
panel, Fig. 5(a), shows results from fits performed in the
Rgap scheme, which implements a renormalon subtrac-
tion for ⌦1, and the upper right-panel, Fig. 5(b), shows
results in the MS scheme without renormalon subtrac-

[Hoang, Kolodrubetz, Mateu, Stewart (2015)]
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• Explorative study: compare nonperturbative effects at C=0 
(Sudakov peak) and C=3/4 (Sudakov shoulder) 
[Luisoni, Monni, Salam (2020)] 

• Single nonperturbative emission shifts C with proportionality 
constant  

• Effect of different interpolations  
on extraction of     : 

• Relevant for      from  
jetsubstructure
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�C =
3
p
3

2

sin2 �

2 cosh ⌘ � cos�

kT
Q

+O

⇣ k2T
Q2

⌘
⇣(3/4) = 4.49G. Luisoni, P. F. Monni, G. P. Salam: C-parameter hadronisation in the symmetric 3-jet limit and impact on ↵s fits 5

Exp. Q (GeV) Fit range N. bins Ref.

ALEPH 91.2 0.27 < C < 0.69 22 [49]
ALEPH 133.0 0.20 < C < 0.675 6 [49]
ALEPH 161.0 0.16 < C < 0.675 7 [49]
ALEPH 172.0 0.16 < C < 0.675 7 [49]
ALEPH 183.0 0.16 < C < 0.675 7 [49]
ALEPH 189.0 0.16 < C < 0.675 7 [49]
ALEPH 200.0 0.125 < C < 0.675 8 [49]
ALEPH 206.0 0.125 < C < 0.675 8 [49]
JADE 44.0 0.61 < C < 0.68 2 [50]

Table 1. Data set considered for the simultaneous �2 fit of ↵s

and ↵0.

Ref. [5], but is largely su�cient for determining how the
↵s fit result depends on ⇣(C).

The theory predictions are obtained using 50 bins in
the 0  C  1 range, subsequently interpolated in order to
be evaluated in correspondence to the experimental data
bins. The fit is performed by minimising the �2 function
defined as

�2 =
X

i,j

 
1

�

d�

dC
(Ci)

����
data

�
1

�

d�

dC
(Ci)

����
th
!
V �1

ij

⇥

 
1

�

d�

dC
(Cj)
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where Vij is the covariance matrix that encodes the cor-
relation between the bins Ci and Cj . The general form of
the covariance matrix is Vij = Sij + Eij , where Sij =
��2

stat, i�ij is the diagonal matrix of the (uncorrelated)
statistical errors in the experimental di↵erential distribu-
tion, while Eij contains the experimental systematic co-
variances. The diagonal entries of Eii = ��2

syst,i are given
by the experimental systematic uncertainty on the i-th
bin. For the o↵-diagonal elements, which are not publicly
available, a common choice (used also in Refs. [4,5,18]) is
to consider a minimal-overlap model, which defines Eij as

Eij = min
�
��2

syst,i, ��
2

syst,j

�
. (23)

For ease of comparison, we adopt the same choice, though
we note that for the normalised distributions that we fit
here, the true covariance matrix would also include some
degree of anti-correlation. The �2 minimisation is carried
out with the TMinuit routine distributed with ROOT and
the whole analysis was implemented in the C++ code used
for a similar fit in Ref. [18]. Results with a diagonal co-
variance matrix, i.e. without any correlations, are given in
Appendix C. They yield almost identical central results
for ↵s and ↵0, smaller �2 values, and an increase in the
experimental errors of O(10%� 20%), which however re-
main small compared to theoretical uncertainties.

In order to estimate the theoretical uncertainties, we
perform the following variations:

• the renormalisation scale µR is randomly varied in the
range Q/2  µR  2Q, while the infrared scale µI is
set to 2 GeV;

Fig. 2. Fit results for ↵s and ↵0 for di↵erent models of ⇣(C).
The points indicate the fit corresponding to the central setup
of scales and parameters for a given model. The ellipses show
the ��2 = 1 contours associated with the experimental un-
certainty. The shaded areas represent the theory uncertainties
due to the variation of additional theoretical parameters as
described in the text.

• for µR = Q, the resummation scale fraction xC defined
in Appendix D (default value xC = 1/2) is randomly
varied by a factor 3/2 in either direction, namely in
the range 1/3  xC  3/4, following the prescription
of Ref. [9];

• for µR = Q and xC = 1/2, the Milan factor M is
randomly varied within 20% of its central value [41]
(M ' 1.49) to account for non-inclusive e↵ects in the
h�Ci shift (7) beyond O(↵2

s);
• keeping all of the above parameters at their central

values, the parameter p in the modified logarithm de-
fined in Eq. (41) of Appendix D (default value p = 6)
is replaced by p = 5 and p = 7. This choice for p is
discussed in Appendix D.

The theory error is defined as the envelope of all the above
variations. When we quote overall results below, we add
the theoretical and experimental errors in quadrature.

We test several models for ⇣(C) as given in Eq. (21)
and shown in Fig. 1. Specifically, we consider the constant
⇣0 choice, the ⇣a,n model for n = 1, 2, 3, the ⇣b,n model for
n = 1, 2, 3, and the ⇣c model (recall ⇣a,1 ⌘ ⇣b,1).

The results of the fits are given in Fig. 2 and Table 2.
Fig. 2 shows results for ↵s and ↵0: the points give the cen-
tral result for each ⇣(C) choice, while the corresponding
shaded areas represent the envelope of results obtained
varying scales and parameters in the theoretical calcula-
tion, i.e. our overall theoretical uncertainty. Each point
is accompanied by the ��2 = 1 ellipse, whose projec-
tion along each of the axes defines the 1� experimental
uncertainty. Table 2 provides the numerical values of the
central results and overall errors for each ⇣(C) choice, and
additionally includes the �2 result from the fit, Eq. (22),
divided by the number of degrees of freedom.

using 2-jet limit 
everywhere
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• Opposite perspective: revise hadronization model to make 
it consistent with factorization [Hoang, Platzer, Samitz (to appear)] 

• Motivation: enable direct comparisons between parton 
shower and analytic resummation (for e.g. mt extraction) 

• After modification the shift is independent of C parameter

7. Nonperturbative effects in the parton shower

19

14

Hadronization function of Herwig’s default model

Thrust C-Parameter

Hadronization function                             of Herwig:

23

Hadronization function                             of Herwig for the new model:

Thrust C-Parameter

Hadronization function of the dynamic model

Before: After:

[Presented at SCET 2021 by Samitz]



• Insight: three-point energy correlator is sensitive to spin effects  
[Chen, Moult, Zhu (2020)] 

• In the limit               the intermediate gluon is almost on-shell, 
and interference between both helicities leads to    dependence 

• At           : 

• Unfortunately nf = 5 makes this effect small

8. Spin effects in jet substructure

20
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FIG. 1: Double slit experiments in position and spin space (a), and physical implementation of the spin space
double slit experiment using the squeezed limit, ✓S ⌧ ✓L, of the three-point correlator (b). Quantum interference

between gluon spin states, � = ±, leads to a cos(2�) pattern as the squeezed correlators are rotated.

applied in QCD, and provides powerful operator based
techniques for jet substructure. We show that the iter-
ated OPE of E(n̂) operators closes at leading twist onto

operators O[J]
i (n̂) with arbitrary collinear spin-J , but re-

stricted transverse spin-j = 0, 2, and we explicitly com-

pute the E(n̂1)E(n̂2) and O
[J]
i (n̂1)E(n̂2) OPEs. The all

orders structure of spin interference e↵ects in the three-
point correlator then arises naturally from the transverse
spin structure of the light-ray OPE.

Interference in the Squeezed Limit.—The physics of the
squeezed limit of the three-point correlator in a weakly
coupled gauge theory can be described as a double slit
experiment in spin space, see Fig. 1. The interference
pattern in the usual double slit experiment is due to the
interference in |AL(x) + AR(x)|2, where AL(R)(x) is the
amplitude for going through the left (right) slit from the
light source to position x on the detector. Similarly, in
the squeezed limit of the three-point correlator, the in-
terference terms in |A+(�) + A�(�)|2 are the source of
an interference pattern, where A+(�) is the splitting am-
plitude with a nearly on-shell virtual gluon with posi-
tive (negative) helicity. Therefore the slits in the stan-
dard double slit experiment are replaced by the inter-
mediate +/� helicity gluons, and varying the distance x
is replaced by varying the angle � of the squeezed en-
ergy correlators. We emphasize that while this e↵ect
arises from quantum interference, we have been unable to
prove a Bell-type inequality using only energy measure-
ments. It would be interesting to understand if Bell-type
inequalities can be proven in the collider context, even in
principle. Similar questions have also been considered in
the context of inflationary measurements [43].

We parametrize the squeezed limit symmetrically, us-
ing (✓S , ✓L, �) as shown in Fig. 1, to eliminate linear
power corrections in ✓S/✓L. The squeezed limit is charac-

terized by ✓S ⌧ ✓L, with � arbitrary, and the expansion
in this limit takes the form

d3⌃

d✓2Ld✓2Sd�
'

1

⇡

⇣↵s

4⇡

⌘2 Sq(0)
i (�)

✓2L✓2S
+ · · · , (2)

where the dots denote terms less singular in the squeezed
limit. Expanding the full result for the three-point cor-
relator in [21], we find for quark and gluon jets,

Sq(0)
q (�) = CFnfTF

✓
39 � 20 cos(2�)

225

◆
(3)

+ CFCA

✓
273 + 10 cos(2�)

225

◆
+ C2

F
16

5

= 10.54 + 0.1156nf + (0.1778 � 0.0593nf ) cos(2�),

Sq(0)
g (�) = CAnfTF

✓
126 � 20 cos(2�)

225

◆

+ C2
A

✓
882 + 10 cos(2�)

225

◆
+ CFnfTF

3

5

= (35.28 + 1.24nf ) + (0.4 � 0.133nf ) cos(2�) .

Here we see cos(2�) interference terms at leading twist,
which at this order are identical for quark and gluon jets,
since they arise only from an intermediate gluon, and
have opposite signs for g ! qq̄ (in blue) and g ! gg
(in red). Positivity of the cross section guarantees that
the cos(2�) terms are smaller than the constant terms,
analogous to the conformal collider bounds [9]. Due to
the singular structure of the squeezed limit, the all orders
resummation of these spin interference e↵ects is required
to describe the three-point correlator, as well as for limits
of higher-point correlators.

Despite their importance for observables relevant to jet
substructure, spin interference e↵ects are not included in
the standard parton shower simulations used to this point
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FIG. 1: Double slit experiments in position and spin space (a), and physical implementation of the spin space
double slit experiment using the squeezed limit, ✓S ⌧ ✓L, of the three-point correlator (b). Quantum interference

between gluon spin states, � = ±, leads to a cos(2�) pattern as the squeezed correlators are rotated.

applied in QCD, and provides powerful operator based
techniques for jet substructure. We show that the iter-
ated OPE of E(n̂) operators closes at leading twist onto

operators O[J]
i (n̂) with arbitrary collinear spin-J , but re-

stricted transverse spin-j = 0, 2, and we explicitly com-

pute the E(n̂1)E(n̂2) and O
[J]
i (n̂1)E(n̂2) OPEs. The all

orders structure of spin interference e↵ects in the three-
point correlator then arises naturally from the transverse
spin structure of the light-ray OPE.

Interference in the Squeezed Limit.—The physics of the
squeezed limit of the three-point correlator in a weakly
coupled gauge theory can be described as a double slit
experiment in spin space, see Fig. 1. The interference
pattern in the usual double slit experiment is due to the
interference in |AL(x) + AR(x)|2, where AL(R)(x) is the
amplitude for going through the left (right) slit from the
light source to position x on the detector. Similarly, in
the squeezed limit of the three-point correlator, the in-
terference terms in |A+(�) + A�(�)|2 are the source of
an interference pattern, where A+(�) is the splitting am-
plitude with a nearly on-shell virtual gluon with posi-
tive (negative) helicity. Therefore the slits in the stan-
dard double slit experiment are replaced by the inter-
mediate +/� helicity gluons, and varying the distance x
is replaced by varying the angle � of the squeezed en-
ergy correlators. We emphasize that while this e↵ect
arises from quantum interference, we have been unable to
prove a Bell-type inequality using only energy measure-
ments. It would be interesting to understand if Bell-type
inequalities can be proven in the collider context, even in
principle. Similar questions have also been considered in
the context of inflationary measurements [43].

We parametrize the squeezed limit symmetrically, us-
ing (✓S , ✓L, �) as shown in Fig. 1, to eliminate linear
power corrections in ✓S/✓L. The squeezed limit is charac-

terized by ✓S ⌧ ✓L, with � arbitrary, and the expansion
in this limit takes the form

d3⌃
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⇣↵s

4⇡

⌘2 Sq(0)
i (�)
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+ · · · , (2)

where the dots denote terms less singular in the squeezed
limit. Expanding the full result for the three-point cor-
relator in [21], we find for quark and gluon jets,

Sq(0)
q (�) = CFnfTF
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= (35.28 + 1.24nf ) + (0.4 � 0.133nf ) cos(2�) .

Here we see cos(2�) interference terms at leading twist,
which at this order are identical for quark and gluon jets,
since they arise only from an intermediate gluon, and
have opposite signs for g ! qq̄ (in blue) and g ! gg
(in red). Positivity of the cross section guarantees that
the cos(2�) terms are smaller than the constant terms,
analogous to the conformal collider bounds [9]. Due to
the singular structure of the squeezed limit, the all orders
resummation of these spin interference e↵ects is required
to describe the three-point correlator, as well as for limits
of higher-point correlators.

Despite their importance for observables relevant to jet
substructure, spin interference e↵ects are not included in
the standard parton shower simulations used to this point
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→ see Ian Moult’s talk for light-ray OPE and resummation 

• Resulting spin interference is more visible when b-tagging:

8. Spin effects in jet substructure
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where the azimuthal angle � in Eq. 2 is identified as
�S � �L, and the overall rotation of the jet can be in-
tegrated out since we consider unpolarized sources. The
dots denote higher twist and subleading logarithmic con-
tributions. Plugging in the explicit values for the anoma-
lous dimensions, Eq. 7, and expanding to leading order
in ↵s, we find that Eq. 11 exactly reproduces the fixed
order results in Eq. 3, providing a highly non-trivial test
of our OPE formulas.

We can also consider the squeezed limit of the three-
point correlator in N = 4 SYM [21]. Here, the evo-
lution matrix in Eq. 10, reduces to a scalar evolution
with a universal anomalous dimension [64], and �g̃g̃ = �gg
[9, 65], so Eq. 11 agrees with the prediction for the scal-
ing of the transverse spin-0 and spin-2 contributions from
[9]. However, we find that the leading twist spin corre-
lations vanish after summing over the multiplet, sinceP

[C�(3)]i,g̃ = 0, i = �, q, g. This agrees with the per-
turbative prediction of [21]. This is one manifestation of
the “classicality” of N = 4 SYM.

Numerical Results at the LHC.—Using Eq. 11, we
make numerical predictions for unpolarized quark and
gluon jets at the LHC. In Fig. 3 (a) and (b), we show the
squeezed limit of the three-point correlator, weighted by
✓2L✓2S , as a function of (�, ✓S) for fixed ✓L. Here we have
used Q = 1 TeV, ✓2L = 0.1 and ↵s(1TeV) = 0.087, as well
as the one-loop �-function. The ripples in the distribu-
tion are clearly visible, and illustrate the direct imprint
of quantum interference e↵ects in the detector. They are
modulated by the resummation in ✓S , which has a qual-
itatively di↵erent structure for quark and gluon jets, as
discussed in [19].

For the case of QCD with nf = 5 light flavors, the
interference e↵ects are at the few percent level due to
a cancellation of g ! qq̄ and g ! gg splittings. How-
ever, we believe that if measured using tracks, they are
on the boundary of what can be achieved (see e.g. [66]).
Furthermore, there are a number of ways to enhance the
interference signals, including using charge information
to identify the g ! qq splitting, or b-tagging to perform
the measurement. In Fig. 3 (c) and (d), we show predic-
tions using an idealized b-tagging on the squeezed pair,
which isolates the g ! bb contribution, and enhances the
modulation to an O(1) e↵ect. We leave a detailed phe-
nomenological study of the optimal strategy to future
work.

Conclusions.—In this Letter we have studied the three-
point energy correlator, hE(n̂1)E(n̂2)E(n̂3)i, at the LHC.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 3: The squeezed limit of the three-point cor-
relator for (a) quark and (b) gluon jets at the LHC.
Interference e↵ects are seen as the cos(2�) ripple mod-
ulated by resummation in ✓S . In (c), (d), we assume
an idealized b-tagger, as explained in the text, to en-

hance the e↵ect.

Our study is novel both phenomenologically, where we
have proposed to use squeezed limits of energy correlators
to probe quantum interference and transverse spin e↵ects
in jet substructure, as well as theoretically, where we have
developed the light-ray OPE in QCD, and showed that it
provides a transparent way of understanding the resum-
mation of spin interference e↵ects.

Our results for the E(n̂1)E(n̂2) and E(n̂1)O[J](n̂2)
OPEs in QCD allow the description of iterated squeezed
limits of n-point correlators and opens the door for these
observables to be used as precision probes of QCD at
the LHC. The measurement of these multi-point event
correlators in the deep non-perturbative regime is also
fascinating as they are sensitive to polarization e↵ects in
the non-perturbative fragmentation process.

There are numerous avenues for further theoretical de-
velopment of the light-ray OPE in QCD, including under-
standing the appearance of light-ray operators with non-
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• Spin correlations implemented in PanScales shower 
[Karlberg, Salam, Scyboz, Verheyen (2021)] 

• Excellent agreement for azimuthal asymmetry in EEEC 

→ For more see Alexander Karlberg’s talk

9. Spin effects in parton showers
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Figure 12: All-order comparison of the toy shower and the analytic resummation per-

formed in Ref. [38], for a quark-initiated (left) and a gluon-initiated jet (right). The

resummation is performed using ↵s = 0.0868 and restricting the opening angles as in

Eq. (3.6). The result from a fixed-order expansion, normalised so that its mean coincides

with the mean value of the analytic curve, is also shown for comparison.

ting, here we show the results integrated over angles to enhance the statistics. Inspired by

Ref. [38] we choose the following integration bounds on the opening angles of the primary

and secondary branchings:15

p
0.1 < ✓L < 1 ,

0.01 < ✓S < 0.1 , (3.6)

and take ↵s = 0.0868 corresponding to a hard scale of roughly 1 TeV. The toy shower and

analytic resummation results [38] are shown in Fig. 12, summed over all final branching

flavour channels, demonstrating good agreement. The figure also shows the second-order

expansion, normalised so that its mean value coincides with the resummed result, illustrat-

ing a modest reduction in the degree of spin correlations from the resummation, which is

similar to our findings above with the Lund declustering observables.

4 Numerical validation of spin correlations within PanScales showers

In this section, we validate the PanScales showers against various numerical predictions.

In particular we want to demonstrate that the algorithm described above reproduces fixed-

order matrix elements in the strongly ordered limit and that it produces the correct NLL

distributions at all orders. Here, we first provide a brief summary of the PanScales showers.

A comprehensive description can be found in Ref. [24].

15Cf. figure 3 in Ref. [38]
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• Calculations for track-based measurements are possible, 
also at            [1]. We can get the charged hadron spectrum 
from zh resummation [2]. How about the track function? 

• Precise predictions enable precise comparisons to data [4] 
and better descriptions of nonperturbative effects [5]. Extreme 
precision with real jet algorithms within reach [3]. 

• The parton shower hadronization model can be made to 
conform to factorization [7], but what is the correct 
description? [6] 

• Spin correlations can be probed by jet substructure [8] and 
encoded in parton showers [9].

Summary

23
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